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 Summary of Important Points about
   the Combined Effects of

Two or More Forces Acting on Air

(1) Recall that aforce is any “push” or “pull” that canchangethemotion(that
is, the speed and/or the direction) of an object (including a “parcel” of air, or of wa
in the ocean).

If more than one force acts on an object, then we must consider thecombined
effects of these forces (that is, thenet force) to determine how the motion of the
object changes.

In special cases, two or more forces may balance or cancel each other.
example, if two equal forces act in opposite directions, there is no net force and h
no change in an object’s motion (so it continues moving in a straight line at cons
speed). It is also possible for three forces to balance, in a variety of possible
combinations.

To illustrate these ideas, we represent themotion of an object (that is, its speed
and direction) with a heavy arrow, putting the base of the motion arrow on the ob
itself and making the length of the arrow proportional to the speed of the objec

We representforces acting on the object with lighter arrows, putting the ba
of each force arrow on the object itself and making the length of each arrow
proportional to the strength of the corresponding force:

Faster-moving
object

Slower-moving
object

Two forces acting on a
moving object and

balancing each other
(so no net force acts)

Two forces acting on a
moving object but not
balancing each other
(so a net force acts)

Three forces acting on
a moving object and
balancing each other
(so no net force acts)
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(2) Winds blow the way they do because forces push air around in
horizontal directions. In the atmosphere these horizontal forces include the
pressure gradient force (PGF), theCoriolis force, andfriction . Each of these
forces has distinct properties.

ThePGF, which both creates and modifies winds, always tries to push an
parcel from the side of the parcel where pressure is higher toward the side wh
pressure is lower. To determine this direction, we draw isobars to reveal the pa
of pressure (or height contours to reveal patterns of heights of an isobaric sur
and use the fact that the PG force actsperpendicular to isobars (or height contours
Also, thespacing of isobars (or height contours) determines thestrength of the PG
force.

.

TheCoriolis force acts only on objects (including air parcels and water in t
ocean) that arealreadymoving, and it therefore can’t create winds. However, it ca
modify winds after the PG force creates them. It has the following properties:

(1) The Coriolis force actsperpendicular to the direction of motion of a
moving object (and therefore only tries to deflect the object, not change its spee
acts to theright of the object’s direction of motion in the Northern Hemisphere, 
theleft in the Southern Hemisphere.

Examples of
pressure-gradient

forces at two
places in two

pressure or height
patterns
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Examples of the
Coriolis force

acting on
 moving objects

Northern
Hemisphere

Southern
Hemisphere
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(2) Thefaster an object moves, themorestrongly the Coriolis force acts
on it. The Coriolis force doesn’t act on motionless objects at all.

(3) All else being equal, the Coriolis force is stronger at higher latitud
(and is zero at the equator).

Theforce of friction  can’t create winds either, but it pushes directly again
moving air,opposite the air’s direction of motion. It therefore always tries to slo
air down but doesn’t deflect it. It is generally important only in the lowest kilome
or two of the atmosphere, near the surface:

(3) Aloft, away from the equator, the PG and Coriolis forces are the only
forces acting on moving air, and they act simultaneously. In the unlikely case in
which the wind blows in precisely the right direction at just the right speed, the
Coriolis force acting on it would exactly balance the PG force, but at any other sp
or direction these forces would not balance and would act to change the motio
air.

Regardless of what the actual wind is doing at a particular moment and
location, we can alwaysdefine an idealized, artificial “wind” that “blows” so that the
Coriolis force “acting” on it exactly balances, or cancels, the PG force at that
moment and location. We call this idealized “wind” thegeostrophic wind.

Examples of the
Coriolis force

acting on
 moving objects

Slower-moving
object

Faster-moving
object

Co
Co

Examples of the
Coriolis force

acting on
 moving objects

High latitude
Low latitudeCo

Co

Example of the
force of friction

acting on a
 moving object
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This definition of the geostrophic wind, together with the properties of the
and Coriolis forces, require that the geostrophic wind “blow” parallel to isobars,
speed that depends on the strength of the pressure-gradient force (and hence
spacing of isobars or height contours).

 By observing the actual wind onlarge scales aloft, we find that if its speed
and direction at each moment and location aren’t already close to the speed a
direction of the geostrophic wind there--that is, if the PG and Coriolis forces ac
on the actual wind don’t approximately balance--then the unbalanced PG and
Coriolis forces tend to act to change the actual wind untilthe actual wind on large
scales aloft is fairly close to the idealized geostrophic wind. Consequently,actual
winds on large scales aloft tend to blow approximately parallel to isobars, at
faster speeds where the PG force is greater(which is where isobars are closer
together).

Since actual winds (on large scales aloft) tend to blow approximately as
geostrophic wind “blows”, and since the geostrophic wind depends so closely o
pressure or height pattern, we can therefore use the pressure or height patter
to determine approximately (1) thedirections of actual winds at various points an
(2) the relativespeeds of actual winds at various points, and hence (3) thepattern of
actual winds on large scales aloft.

Examples of
geostrophic winds

in two
pressure or height

patterns
(N. Hemisphere)
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(4) When we consider thecombined effects of the PG force, the Coriolis
force, and friction near the earth’s surface, we find that, if the wind on large scales
isn’t already blowing so that these forces balance each other, then the three f
tend to change the motion of air until on large scales, the wind blows so that the
three forces approximately balance.

This three-way balance can occur only when the air moves at an angle ac
isobars (but not perpendicular to them), from the higher-pressure side toward
lower-pressure side of the isobars, at a speed that is slower than the geostrophic
speed there:

If we know the pressure pattern near the surface, we can use this behav
determine approximately (1) the winddirections at various points and (2) the relativ
wind speeds at various points, and hence (3) thepattern of winds on large scales nea
the surface.

(5) The wind pattern over a large-scale region can sometimes tell us wh
the windconvergesor diverges, which tells us where we should findforced lifting
or subsidence (i.e., sinking) of air on large scales.

Beneath regions aloft where winds diverge on large scales, and above
regions near the surface where winds converge, air is forcefully lifted on large
scales. Conversely, beneath regions aloft where winds converge on large scal
and above regions near the surface where the winds diverge, air subsides on
large scales.

These vertical motions have profound implications for the weather, beca
most clouds form in forcefully lifted or rising air , whereas no clouds can form o
persist for long in subsiding or sinking air.

Example of
surface wind with

three forces
approximately

balancing
 (N. Hemisphere) H
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